Introduction

This application note demonstrates the features and capabilities of Simple Timer Framework. Although the sample demo project accompanying the application note runs on RSK+RX63N, the Simple Timer Framework can run on any hardware platform.

Target Devices

RX63N Group.
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1. Overview

The Simple Timer Framework is a linked list timers with callback feature. It is designed to schedule future events and to take necessary actions required when these events occur. The framework is very flexible and can be used on any hardware platform. Any module or a software component of a user application can use the services of Simple Timer Framework. There is no limit of timers that can be in the framework.

2. Simple Timer Framework

This section provides details for the Simple Timer Framework. The features and limitations of the framework and the requirements to include the framework into a user application are described.

2.1 Requirements

The Simple Timer Framework requires a periodic timer tick generated by the hardware. Any simple timer peripheral can be used for this purpose. Renesas MCUs provide several timer peripherals such as TMR and CMT that can generate a timer tick. The tick rate is depended on the requirements of the user application.

The only two files are needed to include the Simple Timer Framework into a user application are simple_timer.c and simple_timer.h files. The C source file contains the implementation of the Simple Timer Framework APIs. The H header file includes API and type definitions used by the framework. The Simple Timer Framework uses less than 200 bytes of ROM and less than 10 bytes of RAM.

The number of timer objects defined and used by a user application is only limited by the amount of available RAM. Any module or software component that wants to use the services of the framework must include the H header file and make the proper API calls. A Simple Timer Framework object uses 36 bytes of RAM.

2.2 Internal Workings

The Simple Timer Framework object type structure is shown in Figure 1. Name field is an ASCII string containing the name of the timer. Field is_active indicates whether the timer has started or not. Fields start_time and stop_time store exactly what they indicate by their names. The callback_func and param are used to call a registered function when a timer expires. The param argument is passed to this callback function. The callback function depends on the user application requirements and each timer in the list can point to a different function. Fields *prev and *next are used to link the timers.

![Figure 1 Simple Timer Type](image)
Active timers are sorted by stop_time value and the timer with lowest stop_time is pointed by the list_head pointer. This is shown in Figure 2. For simplicity only stop_time and link pointers are shown.

A new timer is inserted in the list by first searching the stop_time values in the list against the timer’s stop_time and then by modifying the link pointers. Figure 3 shows a new timer with stop_time value equal to 13 inserted into the linked list.

A timer expires if the Simple Timer Framework timer tick becomes equal to or greater than the timer’s stop_time. In this case, the timer is removed from the list and the registered callback function is called with the param argument. The Simple Timer Framework provides the capability to cancel an active timer. Canceled timer is removed from the linked list by updating the link pointers as needed.

3. Sample Demo Project

This application note is provided with a sample demo project that runs on RSK+RX63N. However, the Simple Timer Framework can be made to run on any hardware platform. This section describes the sample demo project.
3.1 Demo Directory Structure

Figure 4 shows the directory structure of the Simple Timer Framework demo project. The bsp folder contains the Renesas board specific source code. The code folder has the Simple Timer Framework source files along with debug console to test the framework and TMR module to generate a timer tick.

![Figure 4 Directory Structure of Simple Timer Framework Demo](image)

3.2 Demo Setup

RSK+RX63N board initializations are done in files in bsp folder. The main.c source code initializes the LED, LCD, and push button switches. The sample demo project uses 1 second timer tick generated by TMR module and it is initialized in main.c file. The Simple Timer Framework is also initialized in main.c.

The sample demo project uses HEW debug console to send and receive simple commands to start, cancel and dump the list of active timers. HEW debug console is particularly useful tool since it does not tie up any serial port resources on RX63N. Further, it uses the Renesas E1 debug connection so there is no need for other cables or USB to serial converters.

Following is the message format for the serial test commands.

- Start a timer: `s<space><timer id><space><duration><CR>`
- Cancel a timer: `c<space><timer id><CR>`
- Dump timer list: `d<CR>`

The sample demo project uses 3 timers to display how the Simple Timer Framework works. Examples below show sample outputs from the debug console.
d
dumping timer list -- current time(4)
name        start time  stop time   callbackFn  param
==========  ==========  ==========  ==========  =========
s 1 30
start timer: timer1 for 30 seconds -- Success

s 0 10
start timer: timer0 for 10 seconds -- Success
d
dumping timer list -- current time(26)
name        start time  stop time   callbackFn  param
==========  ==========  ==========  ==========  =========
timer0       23         33  0xfff8109b  0x00000000
timer1       13         43  0xfff8109b  0x00000001

*** simple timer test callback: timer0 expired -- current time(33) ***
*** simple timer test callback: timer1 expired -- current time(43) ***
d
dumping timer list -- current time(47)
name        start time  stop time   callbackFn  param
==========  ==========  ==========  ==========  =========
Initially there are no active timers in the list. Timer 1 is started with 30 second duration. Then timer 0 starts with 10 seconds. A list of active timers shows them sorted by their stop time. The list also shows the callback function and the parameter. When the timers expire, the callback function is called and timers are removed from the list.
s 0 100  
start timer: timer0 for 100 seconds -- Success 

s 1 200  
start timer: timer1 for 200 seconds -- Success 

s 2 300  
start timer: timer2 for 300 seconds -- Success 

d 
dumping timer list -- current time(595)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name</th>
<th>start time</th>
<th>stop time</th>
<th>callbackFn</th>
<th>param</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>timer0</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>0xfff8109b</td>
<td>0x00000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timer1</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>0xfff8109b</td>
<td>0x00000001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timer2</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>0xfff8109b</td>
<td>0x00000002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c 1 
cancel timer: timer1 -- Success 

d 
dumping timer list -- current time(605)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name</th>
<th>start time</th>
<th>stop time</th>
<th>callbackFn</th>
<th>param</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>timer0</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>0xfff8109b</td>
<td>0x00000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timer2</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>0xfff8109b</td>
<td>0x00000002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this case, timers 0, 1, and 2 are started with 100, 200, and 300 second durations. The list shows all 3 timers are active and sorted by their stop time. The next command cancels timer 1 and this is shown in the second list.
## 4. Simple Timer Framework APIs

The following functions serve as the API for the Simple Timer Framework. This section describes each API function.

```c
st_status_code_t simple_timer_init(void);
st_status_code_t simple_timer_init_timer(uint8_t const *name, st_timer_t *timer);
st_status_code_t simple_timer_start_timer(st_timer_t *timer,
                                          uint32_t duration,
                                          st_callback_func_t callback_func,
                                          uint32_t param);
...
st_status_code_t simple_timer_set_time(uint32_t time);
st_timer_t *simple_timer_get_head(void);
void simple_timer_increment_time(void);
void simple_timer_check_timer_expiry(void);
```
4.1 simple_timer_init

This API initializes the Simple Timer Framework.

Format

```c
st_status_code_t simple_timer_init(void);
```

Parameters

None.

Return Values

- **ST_SUCCESS** = Operation successful.
- Any value other than **ST_SUCCESS** indicates a failure.

Properties

- Prototyped in file `simple_timer.h`.
- Implemented in file `simple_timer.c`.

Description

This API initializes the Simple Timer Framework variables. It must be called before using the framework.
4.2 simple_timer_init_timer

This API initializes a Simple Timer Framework timer.

Format

```c
st_status_code_t simple_timer_init_timer(uint8_t const *name,
                                           st_timer_t *timer)
```

Parameters

- **name**: An ASCII string indicating the name of the timer.
- **timer**: Pointer to timer object to initialize.

Return Values

- ST_SUCCESS = Operation successful.
- Any value other than ST_SUCCESS indicates a failure.

Properties

- Prototyped in file simple_timer.h.
- Implemented in file simple_timer.c.

Description

This API initializes a Simple Timer Framework timer object that is instantiated. The API takes a pointer to this timer and an ASCII string containing the name of the timer. It must be called after a timer object is created.
4.3 simple_timer_start_timer
This API starts a Simple Timer Framework timer.

Format

```c
status_code_t simple_timer_start_timer(st_timer_t *timer,
                                         uint32_t duration,
                                         st_callback_func_t callback_func,
                                         uint32_t param)
```

Parameters

- `timer`
  Pointer to timer object to start.

- `duration`
  Timeout duration for the timer.

- `callback_func`
  Function pointer to call when timer expires.

- `param`
  Parameter that is passed to the callback function.

Return Values

- `ST_SUCCESS` = Operation successful.
- Any value other than `ST_SUCCESS` indicates a failure.

Properties

- Prototyped in file `simple_timer.h`.
- Implemented in file `simple_timer.c`.

Description

This API starts a Simple Timer Framework timer. The timer to start is indicated by the timer pointer, timeout value is given in duration argument. The Simple Timer Framework uses the callback function to notify the application that the timer expired. The param is a generic field to pass an argument to the callback function. It is recommended to typecast this field if a different type than `uint32_t` is needed by the user application. Since this field is 4-byte long, it can be used to pass a pointer as well.

If the timer is already started (e.g. active) `ST_FAILURE` is returned. Successfully started timer is inserted in the linked list of timer sorted by the stop time.
4.4 simple_timer_cancel_timer

This API cancels a Simple Timer Framework timer.

Format

```c
st_status_code_t simple_timer_cancel_timer(st_timer_t *timer)
```

Parameters

- `timer`  
  Pointer to timer object to cancel.

Return Values

- `ST_SUCCESS` = Operation successful.
- Any value other than `ST_SUCCESS` indicates a failure.

Properties

- Prototyped in file `simple_timer.h`.
- Implemented in file `simple_timer.c`.

Description

This API cancels an active Simple Timer Framework timer. Attempt to cancel a timer that is not started returns `ST_FAILURE`. Cancelled timer is removed from the linked list of active timers.
4.5 simple_timer_get_time
This API returns the Simple Timer Framework timer tick.

Format

```c
uint32_t simple_timer_get_time(void)
```

Parameters

None.

Return Values

Returns the current value of timer tick in uint32_t type.

Properties

Prototyped in file simple_timer.h.
Implemented in file simple_timer.c.

Description

This API is used to query the current value of Simple Timer Framework time tick.
4.6 simple_timer_set_time

This API sets the Simple Timer Framework timer tick.

Format

```
st_status_code_t simple_timer_set_time(uint32_t time)
```

Parameters

time  
Timer tick value.

Return Values

- ST_SUCCESS = Operation successful.
- Any value other than ST_SUCCESS indicates a failure.

Properties

- Prototyped in file simple_timer.h.
- Implemented in file simple_timer.c.

Description

This API is used to set the value of Simple Timer Framework timer tick. The default value for the timer tick is zero if this it is not explicitly set by this API.
4.7 simple_timer_get_head

This API returns the Simple Timer Framework head pointer.

**Format**

```
st_timer_t *simple_timer_get_head(void)
```

**Parameters**

None.

**Return Values**

Returns timer_list_head variable that points to the head of the active linked list timers.

**Properties**

Prototyped in file simple_timer.h.
Implemented in file simple_timer.c.

**Description**

This API is used to get the value of Simple Timer Framework timer_list_head variable. A NULL indicates that there are no active timers in the list.
4.8  simple_timer_increment_time
This API increments the Simple Timer Framework timer tick.

**Format**

```c
void simple_timer_increment_time(void)
```

**Parameters**

None.

**Return Values**

None.

**Properties**

Prototyped in file simple_timer.h.
Implemented in file simple_timer.c.

**Description**

This API increments the Simple Timer Framework timer tick. A usual place to add this API call is in a periodic timer interrupt service routine.
4.9 simple_timer_check_timer_expiry
This API checks if a Simple Timer Framework timer expired.

Format
void simple_timer_check_timer_expiry(void)

Parameters
None.

Return Values
None.

Properties
Prototyped in file simple_timer.h.
Implemented in file simple_timer.c.

Description
This API is used to check if a Simple Timer Framework timer in the active timers list expired. Since the active timers are sorted by their stop time, it starts searching from the head of the list. If the timer pointed by the head pointer expired, it is removed from the list and the callback function associated with this timer is called. The API updates the head pointer with the next timer in the list and checks if this new timer expired. This continues either until there are no more timers in the list or the timer pointer by the head pointer still has more time to expire.

A usual place to add this API call is in the main loop.
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General Precautions in the Handling of MPU/MCU Products

The following usage notes are applicable to all MPU/MCU products from Renesas. For detailed usage notes on the products covered by this document, refer to the relevant sections of the document as well as any technical updates that have been issued for the products.

1. Handling of Unused Pins
   Handle unused pins in accord with the directions given under Handling of Unused Pins in the manual.
   — The input pins of CMOS products are generally in the high-impedance state. In operation with an unused pin in the open-circuit state, extra electromagnetic noise is induced in the vicinity of LSI, an associated shoot-through current flows internally, and malfunctions occur due to the false recognition of the pin state as an input signal become possible. Unused pins should be handled as described under Handling of Unused Pins in the manual.

2. Processing at Power-on
   The state of the product is undefined at the moment when power is supplied.
   — The states of internal circuits in the LSI are indeterminate and the states of register settings and pins are undefined at the moment when power is supplied.
   In a finished product where the reset signal is applied to the external reset pin, the states of pins are not guaranteed from the moment when power is supplied until the reset process is completed.
   In a similar way, the states of pins in a product that is reset by an on-chip power-on reset function are not guaranteed from the moment when power is supplied until the power reaches the level at which resetting has been specified.

3. Prohibition of Access to Reserved Addresses
   Access to reserved addresses is prohibited.
   — The reserved addresses are provided for the possible future expansion of functions. Do not access these addresses; the correct operation of LSI is not guaranteed if they are accessed.

4. Clock Signals
   After applying a reset, only release the reset line after the operating clock signal has become stable.
   When switching the clock signal during program execution, wait until the target clock signal has stabilized.
   — When the clock signal is generated with an external resonator (or from an external oscillator) during a reset, ensure that the reset line is only released after full stabilization of the clock signal.
   Moreover, when switching to a clock signal produced with an external resonator (or by an external oscillator) while program execution is in progress, wait until the target clock signal is stable.

5. Differences between Products
   Before changing from one product to another, i.e. to a product with a different part number, confirm that the change will not lead to problems.
   — The characteristics of an MPU or MCU in the same group but having a different part number may differ in terms of the internal memory capacity, layout pattern, and other factors, which can affect the ranges of electrical characteristics, such as characteristic values, operating margins, immunity to noise, and amount of radiated noise. When changing to a product with a different part number, implement a system-evaluation test for the given product.
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3. You should not alter, modify, copy, or otherwise misappropriate any Renesas Electronics product, whether in whole or in part.

4. Descriptions of circuits, software and other related information in this document are provided only to illustrate the operation of semiconductor products and application examples. You are fully responsible for the incorporation of these circuits, software, and information in the design of your equipment. Renesas Electronics assumes no responsibility for any losses incurred by you or third parties arising from the use of these circuits, software, or information.
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9. Although Renesas Electronics endeavors to improve the quality and reliability of its products, aeronautical products have specific characteristics such as the occurrence of failure at a certain rate and malfunctions under certain use conditions. Further, Renesas Electronics products are not subject to radiation resistance design. Please be sure to implement safety measures to guard them against the possibility of physical injury, and injury or damage caused by fire in the event of the failure of a Renesas Electronics product, such as safety design for hardware and software including but not limited to redundancy, fire control and malfunction prevention, appropriate treatment for aging degradation or any other appropriate measures. Because the evaluation of microcomputer software alone is very difficult, please evaluate the safety of the final products or system manufactured by you.
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